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一、Multiple Choice (50%)  Please answer the following questions in answer sheet with the following 
format: 

1 2 3 4 5 
6 7 8 9 10 

 
1. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 generally prohibits professional service firm from 

a. Acting in a managerial decision-making role for an audit client. 
b. Auditing the firm’s own work on an audit client. 
c. Providing tax consulting to an audit client without audit committee approval. 
d. All the above. 

2. Which of the following best describes the focus of the following engagement? 
Auditing 
Engagement 

Attestation 
Engagement 

Assurance 
Engagement 

Consulting Services 
Engagement 

a. Any Information Financial 
Statements 

Advice and 
Decision Support

Financial Information 

b. Financial 
Information 

Advice and 
Decision Support 

Financial 
Statements 

Any Information 

c. Advice and 
Decision 
Support 

Any Information Financial 
Information 

Financial Statements 

d. Financial  
Statements 

Financial 
Information 

Any Information Advice and Decision 
Support 

 

3. The major emphasis in GAAS related to consideration of fraud in a financial statement audit 
(TWSAS 43) is on:  
a Employee misappropriation of assets 
b. Employee embezzlement  
c. Client fraud on customers 
d. Management fraud 

4. Which of the following is not considered an accounting estimate?  
a. Allowance for loan losses 
b. Percentage-of-completion revenue 
c. Net realizable value of inventory 
d. Credit Sales 
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5. Independent auditors who consider fraud in the course of financial statement audits are well-advised 

to quantify "materiality" in terms of:  
a. The maximum amount of asset overstatement that might mislead investors in relation to the latest 
financial statements under audit 
b. A maximum percentage of net income overstatement that might mislead investors in relation to 
the latest financial statements under audit 
c. Controversial accounting measurements that might mislead investors in relation to the latest 
financial statements under audit 
d. A cumulative amount of misstatement of assets or income over several years past and current that 
might mislead investors in relation to the latest financial statements under audit 

6. Which of the following statements concerning illegal acts by clients is correct?  
a. An audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards normally includes audit 
procedures specifically designed to detect illegal acts that have an indirect but material effect on the 
financial statements   
b. An auditor's responsibility to detect illegal acts that have a direct and material effect on the 
financial statements is the same as that for errors and frauds 
c. An auditor considers illegal acts from the perspective of the reliability of management's 
representations rather than their relation to audit objectives derived from financial statement 
assertions 
d. An auditor has no responsibility for illegal acts that have an indirect effect on the financial 
statements 

7.  If an auditor were to use 7% of income before taxes as a basis for materiality, it would be an 
example of judgment based on  
a. Absolute size 
b. Relative size 
c. Nature of the item 
d.. Cumulative effects 

8.  Immediately upon receipt of cash, a responsible employee should  
a. Record the amount in the cash receipts journal 
b. Update the subsidiary accounts receivable records  
c. Prepare a remittance listing 
d. Prepare a deposit slip in triplicate 
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9. Analytical procedures used in planning an audit should focus on  
a. Enhancing the auditor's understanding of the client's business 
b. Providing assurance that potential material misstatements will be identified 
c. Reducing the scope of tests of controls and substantive tests  
d. Assessing the adequacy of the available evidential matter 

10. During the initial planning phase of an audit, a CPA most likely would  
a. Test specific internal control activities that are likely to prevent fraud 
b. Evaluate the reasonableness of the client's accounting estimates of inventory obsolescence 
c. Inquire of the client's attorney as to whether any unrecorded claims are probable of assertion 
d. Discuss the timing of the audit procedures with the client's management  

 
二、Essay 
1. The Soochow Controls Corporation manufactures and markets electrical control systems: temperature 

control, machine controls, burglar alarms, and the like. Electrical and semiconductor parts are acquired 
from outside vendors, and systems are assembled in Soochow’s plant. The company incurs other 
administrative and operating expenditures. Liabilities for goods and services purchased are entered in a 
vouchers payable journal, at which the debits are classified to the asset and expense accounts to which 
they apply. 
The company has specified control procedures for approving vendor invoices for payment, for signing 

checks, for keeping records, and for reconciling the checking accounts. The procedures appear to be well 
specified and placed in operation.  
You are senior auditor on the engagement and you need to specify a program (list) of test of control 
procedures to evaluate the effectiveness of the controls over cash disbursements. 

Required: (20%) 
 Using the management’ assertions over transactions as a guide, specify two or more test of controls 
procedures to audit the effectiveness of typical control procedures. Organize your list according to the 
example shown below for the “completeness” assertion. 

Completeness Assertion Test of Controls Program 
All valid cash disbursements are 
recorded and non are omitted 

Determine the numerical sequence of 
checks issued during the period and scan 
the sequence for missing numbers 
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2. You have been hired by the law firm of Chen and Ma. The lawyers have been retained by Bank of 

American in a case involving a suspected kickback by purchasing employee, John Thain. Thain is 
suspected of taking kickbacks from Ken Lewis, a salesman for Titan Bank. He has denied the charges, 
but Raymond Chen, the lawyer in charge of the case, is convinced the kickbacks have occurred. 
Chen filed a civil action and subpoenaed Thain’s financial records, including his last year’s bank 
statements. The beginning bank balance January 1 was $3,463 and the ending bank balance December 
31 was $2,050. Over the intervening 12 months, Cunningham’s gross salary was $3,600 per month, with 
a net of $2,950. His house payments were $1,377 per month. In addition, he paid $2,361 per month on a 
new Mercedes 300 SEL and paid a total of $9,444 last year toward New Lexus LS450 (including $5,000 
down payment). He also purchase new state-of-the-art audio and video equipment for $18,763, with no 
down payment, and total payments on the equipment last year of $5,532. A reasonable estimate of his 
household expenses during the period is $900 per month ($400 for food, $200 for utility, and $300 for 
other items) 
Required: (20%) 
Using expenditure analysis, calculate the amount of income, if any, form “unknown source.”  
 

3. For each of the following statements, indicate, by letter, the term it best describes or typifies. (10%) 
A. Embezzlement or defalcation 
B. Management fraud 
C. Errors 
D. White-collar crime 
___1. A type of fraud involving employees or nonemployees wrongfully taking money or property 
entrusted to their care.. 
___2. An employee in a supermarket takes home bags of fresh fruit each day without paying for them. 
___3. The controller changed the journal entry for estimating bad debt expense to a smaller number to 
hide the poor results from extending credit to high risk customers. This made income materially higher 
than it otherwise would have been.  
___4. A bookkeeper inadvertently recorded depreciation by transposing numbers in a journal entry 
___5. Misdeeds done by people who steal with a pencil or computer terminal. 
  

 

 

 


